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Chapter 521

When the Wei family news hit the whole city, Charlie, who threw the Wei family father
and son into h*ll and lifted Liang to the sky, was wearing an apron at home and cooking
lunch for his wife and father-in-law.

At the dinner table, Jacob and Elaine were actively discussing things about the Wei
family. The two liked to discuss such gossip, especially Elaine. If she knew someone
had something wrong, she would be happy for three days.

Just when Elaine laughed at Wei family father and son for having blood mold, Claire
couldn’t help but said, “Mom, don’t always look down at people and make jokes.”

Elaine snorted and said, “I can ignore other people’s jokes, but I can’t help but read the
jokes of the Wei family!”

After that, Elaine said mysteriously: “By the way, do you know that Wendy seemed to
have gotten with Barena a few days ago!”

“Huh?” Claire was surprised, and blurted out: “No? Barena is in his thirties, and Wendy
is a round older, right? I think Wendy must look down on him.”

Elaine curled his lips: “What do you think Wendy is? I tell you, I also heard that Wendy
had been a lover for a period of time for Fredmen, chairman of Eastcliff Future
Company Group! Later Fredmen transferred her to Barena!”

Jacob said incredulously: “You said that Fredmen from Eastcliff? Wendy was his lover?
Impossible, right? Fredmen is older than my eldest brother!”



Elaine said: “Your mother wanted to curry favor with Fredmen and ask Fredmen to save
the Willson family, so she instructed Wendy to get along with Fredmen. Fredmen was
also quite interesting, and he also invested 10 million in the Willson family. This matter is
known to the outside world.”

“My God…” Claire exclaimed, “How could grandma be so excessive?! Let Wendy go
with Fredmen for money? How could my uncle and aunt agree?”

“They?” Elaine curled her lips and smiled: “They can’t expect it!”

Speaking of this, Elaine said mockingly: “The Lady Willson’s wishful thinking is good,
but it is of no use. Fredmen only invested 10 million in the Willson family, and he was
reluctant to vote if it was too much.”

Claire said: “The debts outside the Willson Group are about 30 million. Having this
million is a drop in the bucket. Grandma and the others should not have a good time.”

“She deserves it!” Elaine said contemptuously, “Your grandma is really not a good thing!
What has happened to bully our family for so many years? I am now anxious that the
Willson family will soon go bankrupt, watching the Lady Willson sleep on the street. At
that time, she will realize how many mistakes she has made in her life! When I think
about it, I feel hatred!”

Jacob on the side said embarrassingly: “Okay, it’s really wrong for mom to do
something, but don’t curse her like that! If the Willson family really goes bankrupt and
the Lady Willson really sleeps on the street, she will come to us, we can still ignore her
?”

Elaine blurted out: “What are you kidding me? Of course it doesn’t matter! Don’t say that
she sleeps on the street and I don’t care. Even if she starves to death, I will not care
about her! You forgot when she drove our family out, yes What kind of face? I tell you, I
will never forgive her in my life!”

Jacob sighed and said nothing more.

He was indeed angry with the Lady Willson, but he was only angry, not to mention the
hatred of Elaine.



Elaine said triumphantly at this time: “I’m looking forward to the end of the Willson
family. By then, they will be over. Our family will move to the big villa in Tomson. I must
let them know what is meant by thirty years in hell and thirty years in Heaven!”

After that, Elaine said to Charlie: “Charlie, have you been in contact with Solmon White
of the White family recently? Ask him to arrange for the decoration company to speed
up the progress. Let us move in if we say anything next month!”
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Charlie nodded and said: “Solmon White told me that the construction will definitely be
completed next month and we will be able to move in then.”

Claire said, “Isn’t it inappropriate to move in as soon as the renovation is completed?
How can the air in it taste like?

Elaine hurriedly said, “No need, no, I went to see with your dad last time. They used
imported non-polluting materials and zero formaldehyde for the decoration of the house.
There is really no smell in the room. The fresh air system is installed, and the fresh air is
replaced 24 hours a day. You don’t know how advanced and healthy it is!”

Claire nodded, and said nothing more.

In fact, she herself didn’t feel much about moving to Tomson’s villa.

But the last time Charlie was right, at least he could not live on the same floor as his
parents when he moved there. In this case, there would be a lot more private space, not
as it is now, even in her own room, there is no privacy…

Moreover, she also promised Elsa that after moving to the villa, she would reserve a
room for her and invite her to live in. She is a girl and has been living in a hotel alone,
but it is actually quite deserted.

Charlie didn’t care about the villa. Before he was eight years old, he had been in the
orphanage for so many years after that.

At this time, Elaine suddenly received a WeChat message, picked up the phone and
glanced at it, and her brows were instantly happy.



She opened the mouth and said to the three of them: “In the afternoon, an old sister
asked me to play mahjong at her house. It takes eight laps. I won’t come back for
dinner.”

Jacob said in surprise, “Eight laps? Then ten hours?”

Elaine gave him a white look and said, “What’s the matter with ten hours? Two days and
two nights, more than forty hours in the big game, I haven’t played when I was young!”

Jacob persuaded: “You are old after all now! Sitting for a long time is prone to many
diseases, such as lumbar disc herniation, cervical spondylosis, and high blood
pressure, all of which are caused by sitting for a long time.”

Elaine waved her hand: “I’m in good health, don’t curse me!”

Claire frowned, and couldn’t help but say with some worry: “Mom, you occasionally play
mahjong for fun. I don’t have any opinion, but you listen to advice, one is not to play for
too long, and the other is not to If you play that one again, you will win or lose
thousands of money.”

“Oh, playing mahjong is just a fun!”

Elaine said nonchalantly: “Besides, I go out to play mahjong every day. Isn’t it for this
family? Your dad refuses one. Charlie is not only a Rubbish, but also a big fool who
deceives people everywhere. They may come to our house in the future. What a
disaster, you are starting a business now, and the company has not seen the money
back. How will your father and I support it? I will now point to playing mahjong to earn
money and subsidize the family!”

Charlie was very upset.

This mother-in-law, she likes to pull him out to make a mockery if she is okay, and now
he feels like a big fool, he really wants to draw a big mouth on his face, and tell her:
Since you think I’m a big fool, then I’ll fool you Villa, don’t live in licking your face!

In the final analysis, mother-in-law still owes a lot to clean up!
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Because there was a card house waiting, Elaine didn’t wait for the meal to finish, so he
walked out with her bag on her back and immediately took a taxi to an older villa
complex.

An old friend of hers lives in this villa area.

XiDollar Villa was regarded as a relatively good villa in Aurous Hill twenty years ago, but
after all, it has been a long time since it has gradually lost some ground.

In the past, Elaine felt that XiDollar Villa was already a standard mansion, and her
family might not be able to live in such a single-family villa in this life.

But now it’s different. As soon as she thought of being able to live in the best Tomson
villa in Aurous Hill, Elaine was a little scornful of this XiDollar villa.

The old friend who lives here is named Shehlain, who Elaine has known many years
ago.

Shehlain’s family was a good family. Her husband made a lot of money in the early
years, and then died because of an accident, leaving Shehlain with a lot of money.

After Shehlain pulled the child up and sent the child abroad for higher education, she
played mah for fun every day.

Moreover, Shehlain has money and poor card skills. She always loses more and wins
less when playing cards. Every time Elaine plays cards with her, she can win points.

So Elaine regards Shehlain as her god of wealth, as long as Shehlain asks her to play
cards, she will definitely be there.

Ringing the doorbell of Shehlain’s house, the door opened quickly, and a woman about
the age of Elaine, with a warm smile on her face, greeted, “Sister Elaine is here, come
in!”

This middle-aged woman is Shehlain.

Elaine hurriedly greeted her, stepped through the door, and said with a smile: “Oh,
Shehlain, I’m so embarrassed to keep you waiting for a long time.”



When they came to the living room, the other two mahjong friends who often played
cards with her were already sitting at the mahjong table and waiting.

“Sister Elaine, you can count it!”

Seeing her coming, another middle-aged woman said impatiently: “Sit down, let’s make
an eight-lap hot hand!”

After Elaine and Shehlain were both on the mahjong table, the card game officially
began.

Elaine rubbed the mahjong while saying, “Shehlain, you have lived in this villa for some
years, right?”

After touching a card, Shehlain smiled and replied: “This house was bought more than
ten years ago, but it was mainly for investment at the time. After my child went abroad, I
have been living in a building in the city. The villa is too big. Living alone is
discomforting.”

“Then have you thought about redecorating it?” Elaine came to be interested and said,
“I told you that my girl happened to be running a decoration company, and also
cooperated with our Aurous Hill Emgrand Group, and the level is absolutely guaranteed.
If you want to redecorate, I can ask her to give you a friendly price. When the time
comes, she will definitely make your villa as magnificent as the palace!”

“Sister Elaine, thank you for your kindness.” Shehlain smiled slightly, then sighed, and
said, “However, I plan to sell this villa.”

“Sell it?” Elaine asked puzzledly: “Why do you want to sell it? You are not the one who
lacks money. Your husband left you seven or eight sets of the house, and you have
invested in so many real estates yourself. , How nice it is to put it here to appreciate!”
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Shehlain shook her head and said with a smile: “In fact, I am going to the United States
in a while, and I am not going to come back.”

Elaine asked in surprise: “How do you plan to settle in the United States?”



Shehlain nodded and said, “I’m telling you, my son has never come back from the
United States since he went to study there. Now he is married there, and the
daughter-in-law is also pregnant, so he doesn’t plan to come back anymore. , So he
wants me to live with him in the future and help them bring their children by the way.”

A woman at the poker table blurted out, “Oh, Shehlain, are you ready to take action in
so many houses in Aurous Hill?”

Shehlain said: “Leave a set of flats in the urban area. If there is a chance in the future,
the family can come back for a few days.”

Hearing this, Elaine couldn’t help but feel sorry.

She didn’t regret that she was about to lose a card friend she got along with, but she felt
that Shehlain would leave as soon as she said it. In the future, she estimated that it
would be difficult for herself to encounter someone like her, who has poor card skills and
still enjoys losing money every day.

……

At this moment, at the door of XiDollar Villa, Noah and Horiyah parked their car and
waited for the real estate agent at the door.

Noah planned to find a suitable house and spend the 10 million, so he contacted the
agency and asked the agency to help find a house worth about 10 million.

The average price of house prices in Aurous Hill is a little more than 30,000, but the villa
will be more expensive. If you buy a new villa for 10 million, it is basically useless, so
you can only buy this old villa.

Horiyah looked at the door of the XiDollar villa and said with some dissatisfaction:
“Noah, this villa area is a bit too old? Look at these houses, they look a bit older than
the Lady Willson’s, or else Let’s not look at the room here.”

Noah said: “There is no way, the flat floor of Tomson First Grade is good, but you are
not willing to buy it.”



Horiyah said angrily: “That Rubbish Charlie has a villa in Tomson First-Class. I don’t
want to stand guard for Jacob and Elaine in the future! I can’t buy Tomson First-Class
flats for anything!”

Noah said: “So, it is more cost-effective to buy this kind of old villa. The area is large
enough, and it is a single-family house. It is also comfortable to live in. It does not
matter if the house is old. Just we can renovate it.”

With that, Noah said again: “You have to consider our situation. Harold has no object,
and Wendy has no object. They are one person and one room, plus the two of us, this is
three bedrooms. In case Harold gets married in the future, He must live with us. When
he has a child, he has to give the child a room? That’s four rooms.”

Noah continued: “Mum will definitely have to live with us in the future? At that time, we
will have to leave a room for her. This is five rooms, so the villa is more practical.”

Horiyah annoyed and said, “Why does your mother live with us? Why not live with
Jacob?”

Noah shrugged: “The Lady Willson has severed ties with Jacob’s family. Do you think
Jacob will let her live?”

Horiyah was very dissatisfied and said: “Then she can’t follow us, we are not affected by
the Lady Willson! Now the Willson family is almost finished, and it is no good! If I want to
say it, I will take her to Jacob’s house, whether it is his business or not, we don’t care
about the Lady Willson anyway!”

Noah said, “You don’t know that. My mother has a life insurance that has been bought
for more than 20 years. It is a wealth management type. After her death, this life
insurance can get more than six million. If you drive the Lady Willson to that Home, after
the Lady Willson’s death, the six millions will belong to Jacob!”

“More than six million!?” Horiyah’s eyes lit up and she asked in surprise: “Really there
are so many?”
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“Yeah.” Noah said, “This life insurance was bought by my dad when she was alive, so
as to leave a way out for future generations.”

After that, Noah said again: “You count yourself, how many years my mother can live?
It’s all three years or five years. Let’s take care of her for another three to five years.
After her death, there will be more than six million life insurance in our hands, draw it
down, one or two million a year, do you think it’s worth it?”

“It’s worth it!” Horiyah rubbed his hands in excitement, and said excitedly: “Then you
have to look good on your mother, and you definitely can’t let Jacob’s family grab it!”

Noah nodded and said with a smile: “That’s natural! More than six million won’t be given
to Jacob at that time!”

Horiyah hurriedly said, “Not only will I not give him more than six million pennies, when
mother is dead, and we have to pay for funeral and the cemetery, Jacob will have to pay
half!”

Noah subconsciously said: “The Lady Willson has cut off relations with him, can he pay
the money?”

“Are you stupid?” Horiyah blurted out: “The Lady Willson broke off relations with him. It
was verbal and does not have legal effect. When the Lady Willson dies, if Jacob is
unwilling to pay the money, then let’s go to court sued him! After all, before the law, he is
still the son of Lady Willson, and he has the responsibility and obligation to pay half of
the money!”

Noah instantly beamed his eyebrows and laughed: “Wife, you are right! By then,
Jacob’s half can’t be discounted by a single point! It’s my wife who is smart! Hahaha!”

Horiyah was also full of pride, and said with a grin: “Jacob and Elaine’s two silly dumb
hats, playing with us, how can they be our opponents!”

As soon as the voice fell, a little real estate agency girl in a small suit came over and
asked politely, “Are you Mr. Willson and Mrs. Willson?”

“Yes, yes, yes!” Noah nodded hurriedly and said, “You are the granddaughter of
Premium Land Real Estate, right?”



“That’s right.” The little girl smiled slightly and said, “Mr. Willson and Mrs. Willson, I have
already made an appointment with the owner of this villa. She is in the villa now. We can
go directly to inspect the house.”

“Okay.” Noah said hurriedly: “Then go over and take a look.”

While leading the way, the little girl said: “I will introduce you to this villa. The owner is
an aunt. This time she wants to clear the property and immigrate to the United States.
So the price is slightly cheaper than the market price!”

Upon hearing this, Noah and Horiyah couldn’t help themselves.

It’s cheap!

If this villa is suitable, the money saved after it is bought will be used to decorate and
save money!

……

On the other side, Elaine was playing mahjong with Shehlain and other players, and a
pleasant doorbell suddenly rang from outside the door.

Shehlain said with an apologetic expression: “I’m sorry, it may be that the intermediary
brought someone to see the house. I am unaccompanied and go and open the door.”

After speaking, she stood up, walked to the hallway, and opened the door.

Seeing the agent who had previously commissioned the sale of the villa standing
outside the door, and seeing her with a middle-aged man and woman behind her,
Shehlain knew that this was a client who came to see the house, and smiled and said,
“Please come in.”

The agent Willsonsun said: “Ms. Shehlain, let me introduce to you. This is Mr. Willson.
The one next to him is his wife, Mrs. Willson. These two are the ones I communicated
with you on the phone and are interested in buying this villa.”

The middle-aged man smiled slightly, took a step forward, and said politely: “Hello, Ms.
Shehlain, my name is Noah, I am glad to meet you.”



The visitors were Noah and his wife Horiyah.


